PRODUCT BRAND:
ACTIV8 Friction Reducer
SUPPLIED BY:
AB Slotsport
3 St James Terrace
Riding Mill
Northumberland NE44 6ED
EMERGENCY
PHONE: +44 (0) 1434682475
INTENDED USE:
PRODUCT
COMPOSITION:
As a lubrication additive
Alkanes C14 - C17 Light Hydraulic oil Carrier 50/50
HAZARD
IDENTIFICATION:
Low Acute toxicity under normal conditions of handling and use.
Slightly irritating to eyes. Repeated exposure to high levels may
produce liver and kidney damage.
EXPOSURE
ROUTE SYMPTOM TREATMENT
INHALATION High concentrations may
cause irritation.
Remove from exposure. Rest and in severe cases, or if
recovery is not rapid, seek medical advice.
SKIN CONTACT
Prolonged or repeated
exposure may result in
slight irritation.
Drench skin with water. Remove contaminated clothing
and wash before reuse. If irritation persists, seek medical
attention.
EYE CONTACT Slight irritation. Irrigate thoroughly with water for at least10 minutes.
Obtain medical advice.
INGESTION Large doses may cause
stomach upset.
Wash out mouth with water. Do not induce vomiting. If
patient feels unwell, seek medical attention.

FIRE FIGHTING
MEASURES:
Use extinguisher suitable for fire conditions.
Self contained breathing apparatus.
HAZARDOUS
COMBUSTION
PRODUCTS:
Hydrogen chloride may be evolved above 200° c.
SPILLAGE
MEASURES Clean up
procedure:
Use sand, earth or other suitable absorbent material.
Dispose of according to local. Regulations
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRECAUTIONS:
Do not allow material to enter drains, sewers or watercourses. Uncontrolled discharges must be
reported to the appropriate regulatory body.

HANDLING: Avoid contact with eyes and prolonged skin contact. Store in original containers or lined mild steel
tanks. Store below 40° c.
PHYSICAL AND
CHEMICAL
PROPERTIES:
Appearance Light straw Freeze pour point -10° c Vapour density Heavier than air
Odour Medium oil Density @15*C 1.07
Boiling point >200° c Solubility in water Insoluable
DISPOSAL
CONSIDERATIONS:
Substance: Disposal via authorized waste disposal contractor to approved waste site.
Container: As above. Do not puncture or cut up until purged of product.
TRANSPORT
INFORMATION: This product is not regulated for road transport in the UK.
OTHER
INFORMATION:
This material is usually used as an extreme pressure oil additive. The information contained in this
data sheet does not constitute a complete assessment of workplace risks. The user must satisfy
himself that the product is entirely suitable for his purpose.
LEGAL
DISCLAIMER:
The above information is based on the present state of our knowledge of the product at the time of
publication. This information is given in good faith, no warranty is implied with respect to the quality or the
specifications of the product. The user must satisfy himself that the product is entirely suitable for his use.

